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In connection with the papers [I] and [2] of NeSet%il, Fultr and ViArek we characterize the 
maximal objects in classes of graph& and digraphs which are determined by prescribed 
factorobjects. For this purpose a special quasi-ordering on the set of the given factorobjects is 
introduced and investigated. 
1. 
In [l] and [2] NeSetiSl, Pultr and VinGrek discuss categories and especially such 
of graphs and digraphs in whrch every object is the subdirect product of sub- 
directly irreducible objects. In t-rder to determine for some special categori& Ict: of 
this kind the finite s&directly irreducible objects it is imp&ant (cf. Theorem 3.3 
in Pultr, Vin&rek [2D to know those objecti of <ig which have maximal structure 
and some fixed carrier set (vertex set). fn Lemma 2.3 of [1] NeSet?il and P&r try 
to characterize the maximal objects in such categories of simple digraphs which 
are defined by some list of prescribed factorobjects. But the statement there is 
not quite correct, tie situation is somewhat more complicated than it is described 
in that lemma. Although this n&take does not i&tence the other results of that 
paper (since there on& its trivial and correct part is used later on), we think it is 
worth-while to state and prove a coqect version of that lemma. We shall also 
allow classes of undirected gzphs, and we shall add s$ns_d remarks on the 
quasi-ordering which we shall have ‘L G introduce on some clases of graphs and 
digraphs respectively. 
A directed graph (briefly: a digraph) D is an ordered pa5 D = (b; a) consisting 
of a (usualiy finite) set fi of vertices and a set 6 c fi x fi of auzs. Let 
A 0 : = {(x, X) 1. xG a} be the diagonal of fi x bS then we say that D ha no loops (is 
simple), if dc~xd\d,. 
An undirected graph (briefly: a graph) G may be considered either as a 
symmetric digraph, i.e. G = (d, & and G := e-l (where &’ :={(y, x) 1 (x, y)@, 
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or as an ordered pair (6, G) where (? c ({x, y} 1 x, y E 61, i.e. antiparallel arcs are 
combined to one edge. In this note we shall consider graphs as symmetric 
digraphs. Let D, D’ be digraphs, then a homomorphism C$ :D + D’ of D into D’ 
shall always be a mapping 4 :fi + fi’ such that for every arc (x, y) E I) the arc 
(4(x), 4(y)) always belongs to a’, i.e. is an arc of D’. 
Vk say thti 63’ is a sub&graph of D, if fi’ E a and r)’ G d; D’ is an induced 
subdigraph of D, if ii is a subdigraph of D and fi’ = fi f7 fi’ x fi’ (the notions of a 
subgraph and an induced subgraph of a graph are defined analogously). 9%” shall 
denote the category of all finite digraphs (allowing loops) with morphisms as 
defined above, and go shall denote its full subcategory of all undirected graphs 
(allowing loops). 9% and % shall denote the full subcategories of sim$e digraphs 
and simple graphs respectively. 
Let A,, . . . , A, be any digraphs. By a direct product of Al, . . . , A,, we ski1 
denote the digraph A = (A, $, where the set A is the direct prc&~t of the vertex 
sets of the Ai: 
and ((x1,. . 
l 7 &A (Yb l * * Y Y,;‘ ,J E A iff for 1 s i s n (4, yi) E A. The corresponding 
projection homomorphisms are denoted by pri : A + Ai. If B is an induced 
subdigraph of A such that for each i E (1, . . . , n> pri(S) = Ai, then B is called a 
subdirect product of the family AI, . . . , A,,. 
Let % C_ CM0 be any full subcategory and ~4 E ob %?; then, according io [I] and 
[2] we denote by 
the class of all V-objects E such that there exists an A E & and a homomorphism 
& : B -+ A, Moreover it shall denote the full subcategory of % generated by this 
.%SS of objects. 
Let %’ be any full subcategory of 9$-,. A E ob %Z’ is called waaxinlal in %? if for 
every I? fob % with b = A the identity mapping 1~ : fi + A induces a 
homomorphism L : B + A. We say (cf. [ 11) that 5%’ has the (is closed under the) 
multiplication of points if for every A cob % and every surjective mapping 
f : X+ .A the digraph (31, (f x f)-‘(A)) belongs to ob %?. 
on. Let & 5 ob %, then 
sP,& = {B E ob %’ 1 I3 is a subdigraph of some A E s#}, 
&&I = {B E %& 1 whenever there exists B’ E S+“& and a surjective homo- 
morphism q : B --) B’, then q is an isomorphitm}, 
i.e. Y’,sZ is the class of al.1 CG’-sub(di)gratphs of objects of 94, and in generalization 
of Definition 2.1 of [l] we may call && the %-reduction of J& 
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Note that even for .4= {A} the set 9*{A} may consist of more than me 
element cf< Example 4.3 (this seems to be the basic mistake i,n Lemma 2.3 of El]). 
In order to be able to formulate the main result of this note we still have to 
introduce a binary relation .‘[” on &+&: 
2.2, DefinM~n. Let A, B e: ob %, we define A l:B if A is not isomorphic to B and 
if there exists a set X and surjective mappings f : X-+ A, g : X-, B such that 
(i) (X, u x J’)“(A)), (X, (g x g)-‘(s)) E ob Q, and 
(ii) (f X f)-‘(A) 5 (g X g)-‘(B). 
3. ThemeinresuJlt 
3.1. Theorem. Let CigG SW0 be a furl subcategory, closed under the formation of 
subobjects (i.e. 9 is hereditary), and let it have the multiplication of points, let 
JJ# Gob 5!? and A E (W-+ J#), IAl 3 2. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(a) A is maximal in % -+ J& 
(I$ There exists some B E 3WsP and a subjective homomorphism f : A * B such 
that 
(i) A = (f X f)+(B), 
(ii) If 8% &.d and I3 [ B’ then there is no subjective homomorphism g :: A + D’ 
such that r(i 5 (g x g)-‘(B’). 
proof, Let A E (V-+ J& be maximal, then by the definition of %T-, sl’ and sP,.ti 
there has to be a surjective homomorphism f :A + J!3 from A onto some 
B E 9.&. If A 5 (f X f)-l(B), then (A, UX f)-1(8)> would also belong t:o %4 .a2 
and A would not be maximal. Since f is a homomorphism, condition (b)(i) must 
hold. If B$ && then there exists a surjective homomorphism g : B + B’ onto 
some B’ E J?&sO and we could replace f by f 0 g mci B by 113’ in the above proof of 
(i), where now I?’ E &IL If (ii) would not hold, then once more A coul,d not be 
maximal, since (A, (fo g X f 0 g)-‘(B’)) would beI larger than A. 
Now, assume that A satisfies (i) and (ii) of (1~) and let f : A + B E z?&s~ be the 
surjective homomorphism involved. We have to prove that A is maximal in 
% --, s112. But othe.rwise there would exist D E (U-+ J@, fi = A and ki & r) such that 
0 is maximal (observe that A is finite and there exist only finitely many 
V-structures with vertex set A). From the first part of the proof we, air- 3dy know 
that there exists a surjective homomorphism h. : D -+ C E: .%& satisfying (i) and 
(ii) of (b). But then B [C contradicting cur assumptions on A and f : A --, B. Thus 
A has to be maximal. 
As we have seen, the quasi-ordering, which has been introduced in Definition 
2.2, plays an import.ant role in dete:rrnining the maximal objects of %+4. 
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Therefore we consider it a little more closely, Let us f?rst recall from Remark 1.3 in 
[l] that for any surjective rnapping f : .X --) v there is always a strong embedding 
(i.e. an isomorphism onto an induced subgraph) g : Y--,(X, (f X f)--‘( Y)), such 
that f 0 g = 19 (i.e. f : (X, (f x f)-‘( i;;?) -+ Y is a retraction or split-epi and g is a 
section or split-mono, note that g is alsIlo what is sometimes called in model theory 
a closed homomorphislm). Moreover!, if g : Y- X is alny mapping such that 
fog-&, then g:Y + (X, (jc x p)-’ ( P)) is already a section. 
Now, as in Theorem 3.1 let % E 9?$, be a full subcategory which is hereditary 
and closed under multiplication of points, and let SK ob ‘ig be any subclass- Let 
A, B E gwsaZ and assume A [B. We want to show that under these rassumptions 
there exists already a SV~ jective mapping p : B + A such that (p x p)-'(A) G fi, i.e. 
A [ B is decidable in sp%& without any detour to another set X. But for the 
moment we have to keep to Definition 2.2 and may choose a set X and surjective 
mappings f : X -+A, h : X+B, such that (fxf)-*(A)c (h x h)-l(l?). 
Cl& 1. For every mappin;,: g : A -+X such that fo g = 1~ the mapping 
h 0 g : A i b is a strong embedding h 0 g : A + B. 
Namely, that h og: A ---, B is a homomorphism is obvious. If it were not a 
strong embedding it would be at least a surjective homomorphism onto some 
subdigraph B’ E s4,4e of B but no isomorphism onto B’, contradicting A E p+$ 
(cf. Definition 2.1). 
Let R, : = ((x, x’) E X x X 1 f(x) = f(d)} and R,,, defined analogously, be tine 
equivalence relations induced on X by f and h respectively. 
Claim 2. Rh c R,, i.e. there exists a mapping p : h + A such that p 0 h = f. Since f 
is surjective, so is p. 
Proof. Assume that there are x, x’ E X such that h(x) + h(d), but f(x) = f(~‘). Let 
g : A - X be any mapping such that fo g = 1~ and gu(xj) = x, g(f(x’)) = x’. Then 
11 cg : A + B is not injective and cannot be an embedding of A into B, contradict- r&
ing Claim 1. Hence Claim 2 is proved, since the existence of p follows from 
R,, E RJ immediately. 
@Iaim 3. Let p : h --I- A be as introduced in Claim 2. Then (p x p)-'(,<) 5 8. 
00f. Let (a, a’)E A, b E p-‘(a), bk p-‘(a’). The:*e are x E f-‘(a), x’F f-‘(a’) 
:;uch that h(x) = b and h (x’) I=: b’, since f, h and p are surjective and p 0 h = f. Now 
(x x’MfXfJ-P(&~(h x h)-“(B), whence (b,b’)=(h(x), hW))d. 
For our further considerations we may now assume X = .I$ h = la, and f = p. 
An immediate consequence of this and Claim 1 is th? following. 
such that p(b) # p(b’); then (b, b’)E 8 iff (p(b), p(b’))E A. 
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For we may introduce a strong emkdding *g : A -3 B such that g(p(L)) = b and 
g(pW)) = b’* 
U%im 5. For every a E A the induced subdigraph I&, of B with vertex set p-‘(a) 
is reduced in the senr,? of [I], i.e. every endomorphism of B, is an automorphism. 
lprocpt, Assume that e : B, -+ B, is an endomorph&m for some a E A. We infer 
fron; Claim 4 that i : = 1~+1(~) U e : B + B is an endomorphism of B, since for 
b’, b” c p-‘(u) and b E B - p-‘(a) there holds (b, b’) E fi i8 (b, W’) E I?, and (b’, b) E 
B’ iff (b”, b) E fi. But B E fk& therefore i and hence e have to lbe automorphisms. 
Since for each A, B E ~+uI satisfying Claim 13 there holds A 1: B, we have proved 
the following. 
4.1. Theorem. Let ‘& E S!& be a fulZ subcategory 
under multiplication of points, and let S&G ob %! be 
Then the following stdements we equivalent: 
fi) A [B. 
(ii) There exists a surjective but not in@ctive 
(p )I: p)-‘(A) 5 B. 
which is hereditary and closed 
any sub&zss and A., B E k+&. 
netzpping p :S -3 A such that 
4.2 Ropa&ion. With the assumptions of 7’kxrem 4.1 iet A [B and ket p : 8 -+ A 
be a mapping such that (p x p)-l(A‘ ! 5 i!. 7&n p has the following additional 
properties: 
(a) If b, bk B such that p(b) # p(V), then (rb, b’)E B ijJ’ (p(b), p(b’)) E A. 
(b) Every mapping : A 3 b such that p Q g == 1~ is a strong embedding of A into 
B. 
(c) For every a E A let B. be the subgraph of B induced by p-‘(a). Then every 
endomorphism of B, is an automorphism. 
Note that 4.2(a) and 4.2(b) are equivaicnt. If we introduce AT_B if A [B or 
A = B (A isomorphic to B), then “[” is a quasi-ordering on 9+uZ and the 
corresponding equivalence classes are jus:: the isomorphism classes of 9&&. 
Finally let us note that &XI only contains induced subdigraphs of digraphs 
contained in A. All these statements are in general not true, if we deal with Y&Z 
instead of g&. 
4.3. Example. Let A be the diqaph represented in Fig. 1 below. 
A representative system for Gle isomorphisrn aypzs of 3p,(A} is given by 
where the Ai are given by Fig. 2. The Hasse d@ram for the partial ordering [ on 
this set is given in Fig. 3. Now as given in Fig. 4, is maximal in 53% + {A}, 
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B’ : 
Fig. 5. 
while B’, as given in Fig* 5, is not, although it is a closed prbmage of AZ, but the 
structure is weaker than that of A. 
Note that in the case when some object of d contains a loop, then always 
%~=(o,, l I.e. the situaticn is t&i&, and the maximal objects of %‘+a are just 
the maximal objecti+ of %‘. If no obj’.& of & contains a loop, then there is no 
difference whether one deals with S’+, or 4ii3g (9& or 53 respectively). 
The subdirectly irreducible objects of %’ 4 .TJII among the maximal cbjects have 
to be found according to Theorem 1.12 of [I]. 
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